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vastu for home vastu stastra tips for house - try a little vastu for house to ensure that all natural energies and powers
including the solar and cosmic energies, vaastu international vastu vaastu vastu tips vastu - vastu portal on vastu
vaastu shastra fengshui astrology pyramids numerology lal kitab dowsing reiki interior design architecture properties
construction, horoscopes 2019 2019 astrology indian astrology - get your 2019 horoscope and astrology 2019 forecast
from findyourfate com covers 12 zodiac signs on love compatibility astrological signs astrological forecasts predictions on
love match making you will get accurate horoscope readings birth charts natal charts compatibility reports, vastu shastra
evaluation vaastu international vastu - vastu shastra is the sublime elucidation of your surrounding and their influence on
your life vastu literally means house or dwelling place and its principles establish to create a harmony between the fine
elements viz earth sky fire water and air in the environment, the most powerful vasati tools to balance spatial energies marcus schmieke the most powerful vasati tools to balance spatial energies the 12 vasati yantras meru chakra vasati
pyramide, vastu for land and plot astrojyoti - the situation of plot a land that was a burial ground or a crematorium is not
suitable for living ideally it should be flat level ground a land on a hill is also not a suitable if it is on a slope then the land
sloping down toward the north or east is ok but if it is sloping to the west it is not good, scientific vastu principle aayadi
dimension - after the selection of site it is advisable to apply vastu principles and tips to the design of the building this will
ensure a proportionate aesthetic and beautiful building with the right measurements the vastu principle aayadi dimensions
prescribes six formulae to work out the right dimensions length breadth and height of a building, 2 day vastu foundation
course mahavastu - in 2 days vastu foundation course you will learn the basics of vastu shastra scientific logics behind
vastu rules practical vastu techniques and easy to apply simple remedies to experience benefits of vastu shastra in your
home or apartment, importance of tortoise and its direction in vastu shastra - tortoise is important in both vastu shastra
and in feng shui as tortoise is gifted with long life therefore in vastu shastra and in feng shui it symbolizes long life as in
puranas lord vishnu took the form of a tortoise to uphold the earth and its beings during the sagar manthan lord vishnu s
tortoise is the second avatar and is called as kurma avatar, vastu for plot size and shape astrojyoti - shape and size of
the plot the best shapes for plots of land are square or rectangular facing squarely on the four cardinal directions it is good if
the plot is narrower at the entrance and wider at its rear but the opposite is not good round oval and triangular plots should
be avoided, scientific vastu for site shape architecture ideas - according to vastu shastra the site shape affects the well
being of the inmates some shapes have a good effect while others have a bad effect and some others can be used after
making corrections by building a vastu compound wall in a suitable shape
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